Chapter 2
Where Next in Object Recognition and how much Supervision Do We Need?

Sandra Ebert and Bernt Schiele

Abstract Object class recognition is an active topic in computer vision still presenting many challenges. In most approaches, this task is addressed by supervised learning algorithms that need a large quantity of labels to perform well. This leads either to small datasets (<10,000 images) that capture only a subset of the real-world class distribution (but with a controlled and verified labeling procedure), or to large datasets that are more representative but also add more label noise. Therefore, semi-supervised learning has been established as a promising direction to address object recognition. It requires only few labels while simultaneously making use of the vast amount of images available today. In this chapter, we outline the main challenges of semi-supervised object recognition, we review existing approaches, and we emphasize open issues that should be addressed next to advance this research topic.

2.1 Introduction

Object recognition is one of the central topics in computer vision and an integral part of many computer vision tasks. To mention only a few, image classification (Fig. 2.1a) is one of the more basic tasks that includes object recognition to classify an image, for example, duck. Content-based image retrieval (CBIR, Fig. 2.1b) contains object recognition to search systematically for images that contain these objects. Object detection (Fig. 2.1c) must in addition specify the actual position of the recognized object in the image (marked as a bounding box), thus a clear separation between foreground and background is essential. Tracking (Fig. 2.1d) is based on object detection and tries to track the localized object across a sequence of frames. Finally, scene understanding (Fig. 2.1e) aims to capture the whole scene including all interactions among objects and the environment, for example, to
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warn the car driver before an accident happens with the ducks. This list of computer vision tasks could be continued arbitrarily. But although object recognition is a crucial part it is surprising that even image classification, which only aims to provide the image label, does not provide satisfactory results on more challenging datasets.

In contrast, humans can quickly and accurately recognize objects in images or video sequences. They can categorize them into thousands of categories [10]. Beyond that they can track objects in videos and they are able to interpret the entire scene and to infer subsequent events. Of course, human perception, recognition, and inference also have their limits but they might serve as a good starting point to improve upon. Therefore it is not surprising that computer vision, in particular the machine learning part of it, is mainly driven by cognitive science—the science of understanding the learning and thinking of humans. But as controversial theories in cognition are, as diverse are the approaches in computer vision and machine learning.

One of these long-lasting debates in cognition focuses on the question whether a human learns exemplar-based or concept-driven. The exemplar-based model [67, 74, 129] assumes that humans store a list of exemplars for each category. A category decision will be made based on a similarity to existing exemplars. One of the most prominent representative in machine learning is the k nearest neighbor classifier visualized in Fig. 2.2a. This classifier looks for the nearest labeled neighbor in the training set marked as red and blue data point and uses the label of this training sample for classification. In contrast, concept-driven learning assumes that people abstract to a model or a prototype that is used for classifying objects [68, 69, 84]. This paradigm can be found in many algorithms that learn a model of a category and do any kind of generalization such as SVM that learns a decision boundary (Fig. 2.2b). More recently, there is a tendency towards the theory that humans use
Fig. 2.2 Illustration of several learning principles that are used to classify the marked unlabeled data point: (a) exemplar-based learning, e.g., KNN classification, (b) concept-driven, e.g., SVM, or (c) hybrid approach, e.g., that groups exemplars around a general concept by transformation with metric learning and than applying KNN. Blue and red points are the labels of two different classes, and black points are the unlabeled data.

either multiple learning systems in parallel [4, 35] or a hybrid version that groups exemplars around a general concept. This approach can be found for example in a combination of metric learning and KNN that first maps the exemplars to a more discriminative description, that is, examples of the same class are closer together visualized as red and blue area in Fig. 2.2c, and then applies KNN.

Another equally controversial but much older debate revolves around the question how we gain the insight that forms the base of our decisions. This leads to one of the most fundamental questions in machine vision: whether and how much supervision do we need? On one hand, a human learns provable faster with supervised feedback [3]. Therefore, it is not surprising that state-of-the-art performance is achieved by supervised algorithms. However, this success has to be put into perspective as the dataset construction itself contains an enormous amount of supervision. Each method is only as good as the underlying training data. If the learner sees only the side view of a car during training, then the resulting classifier will fail on cars shown in front views or from above. This aspect is often neglected in the subsequent evaluation and leads to datasets that are either small and strongly biased [82, 113] or large and error-prone [124]. On the other hand, it is also clear that many human decisions are driven to some extent by intuition, that is, more or less unsupervised, particularly in unfamiliar or risky situations [51]. But although unsupervised learning is an important research area [103, 123], for example, for object discovery or novelty detection, a minimum level of supervision is required at the end to judge the quality and to gain insight. Therefore, semi-supervised learning (SSL) has to be turned out the paradigm that combines the advantages of supervised learning and unsupervised learning by using both labels as well as the underlying structure or geometry in the data.

In the following, we discuss the large potential of semi-supervised learning in Sect. 2.2. After that, we outline in Sect. 2.3 the main challenges of object recognition with respect to semi-supervised learning and how it is already addressed in previous work. Finally, we point out open issues and we give recommendations how we could tackle those in Sect. 2.4.
2.2 How much Supervision Do We Need?

Mind without structure is empty and perception without labels is blind.
Translated from [52]

Imitation, intuition, and experience play an important role in human decision making [23] especially under risk [51]. But only a small fraction of this accumulated knowledge is labeled. The discussion around the question on whether and how much supervision a human need can be traced back at least to the philosophical theories of the 17th century. [52] was the first who argued that labels (knowledge) and structure (perception or observation) are closely intertwined, summarized in one of his key phrases (see beginning of this section). His theory fundamentally changed and influenced our way of thinking and acting. After 200 years of research, some of his basic assumptions and argumentations might be obsolete. But the underlying theory and the main argumentation itself is still up-to-date. Indeed this theory seems to be obvious because in addition to the things we learn supervised at home or in school, there are many other things that we learn without any teacher. For example, how we move, how we grab a glass, how we use language before we start school, how we make fast decisions and so on. Of course, many of those things are learned feedback-driven in the sense that an action is completed successfully or not. However, there are still many actions or feelings that we cannot explain let alone derive solely based on knowledge. In that sense, semi-supervised learning seems a natural choice to address object recognition as it allows us to improve state-of-the-art supervised learning approaches with more data without the need of correct annotations.

But in defense of the more skeptical people, one has to state that this large unlabeled part of semi-supervised learning is almost impossible to grasp. Actually, it is even not clear whether humans will ever be capable to understand it in their completeness. For the simple reason that in the course of evolution, we only had to understand and infer simple causalities, for example, *I take the glass of water because I am thirsty*. But we were never forced to understand the entire chain of actions and decisions that leads to this final action, for example, *grasping the glass and drinking*. In fact, every physical movement is a highly individual action that is based on imitation and experience. Although this might lead to sub-optimal movements or actions, the acquired knowledge is quite sufficient to survive in everyday life—even if we notice some limitation and ask for more supervision, for example, to get rid of pain induced by suboptimal movements or to run faster in a marathon. Most advices only give a direction and do not describe a muscle-induced action in its full complexity.

One might argue that these examples are indeed more physical. But even if we limit these considerations to our decisions that could be purely driven by our knowledge, we still observe many decision based on the so called gut feeling or other feelings that we cannot explain. Why do we know that someone is annoyed or sad or impatient although this person uses exactly the same words as he does every day? Why is it impossible to imagine in advance how we will react or feel after a certain event, for example if we lose a competition. Even more complicated is to infer how other people will react on an event. The reason is simple and devastating at the same
time: We are overwhelmed by millions of sensations per minute of which only a small fraction of impressions are processed consciously and the rest subconsciously and this is only a tiny fraction of what the entire world perceives. Thus, to answer at least the questions with respect to our own, we have to assimilate all sensations. With this insight, it becomes clear why research in semi-supervised learning (SSL) is still not where it should be. To bring a machine into the closer range of human thinking, we have to tap into the vast amount of unlabeled data meaning a ratio of 1 labeled to 1 million unlabeled data points and not the common ratio of today’s task descriptions of 1 labeled to 100 unlabeled observations.

Besides these more philosophical considerations, there are also many practical reasons for SSL. One obvious argument is the reduction of the hypotheses space [5] in particular if there are only few labels. Figure 2.3 shows one point per class in the leftmost image. Without any additional information, the space of possible hypotheses is less goal-oriented (Fig. 2.3 middle) while unlabeled data reduces this space as shown in the right visualization. This speed up of concept learning through relevant prior knowledge has been also verified in cognition by [70, 78]. A mechanical engineer will be proceed faster and more goal-oriented when assembling a machine in comparison to a layman because he already knows how to use the tools and where the single items should be approximately placed.

Another reason for SSL is the low amount of supervision. In particular for tasks such as semantic image labeling or image understanding, where we need pixel-wise annotations, this advantage becomes increasingly important. But also for tasks such as object detection or recognition, we observe a substantial improvement the more data are used. The most image descriptions are high dimensional resulting in a strong demand for data. But the labeling process is not always reliable—for example, when using Mechanical Turk [124]. Finally, some applications need a continuous update, for example, for separating spam emails from valid emails.

### 2.3 Challenges of Object Recognition

Semi-supervised learning (SSL) seems a reasonable approach to tackle object recognition as it makes use of both supervision in terms of labels and structure (geom-
2.3.1 Structural Problems

The apparently most promising but also much more complicated direction for SSL is the improvement of the structure itself. Imagine a dataset like the two half moons shown in Fig. 2.4 with two labels marked with red numbers. It does not matter which label is used for classification. The used SSL algorithm [132] achieves always a classification performance of 100 %. Although this is an artificial example it still reflects our common sense assumption that there is exactly one concept for each class and each instance of this class is organized around this central prototype [19, 75]. But often, there is a large gap between our base assumption and today’s computer vision task descriptions and solutions.

Figure 2.5 visualizes the general workflow of object recognition with SSL algorithms: Based on our dataset that consists of labeled and unlabeled data, we compute image descriptors for each image. After that we compute the similarities between each image pair with some measure. The resulting structure is used by SSL algo-
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Fig. 2.6 Examples for (a) large intra-class variability for the base category *bird* (top row) and (b) for the subcategory *puffin* of the category *bird*, and (c) small inter-class differences (bottom row)

algorithms, for example, for EM clustering [73], as a regularization term to improve SVM [50, 98], or to build a graph structure and to find a solution with Mincut [12] or by label spreading [132]. However, each of these classifiers can be only as good as the extracted geometry of the data and this strongly depends on three main sources: (1) data, (2) image description, and (3) similarity notion. Furthermore, the quality of each single source is dependent on both the approaches that are used for these steps but also on the quality of the previous steps. This means, information loss for example through an incomplete dataset will be propagated to the classifier and cannot be compensated by one of the intermediate steps. Similar argument holds for image description: if one aspect is neglected, for example, color, the best similarity measure will be not able to properly distinguish between green apples and red tomatoes. In the following, we discuss each of these three components separately.

2.3.1.1 Data

Most common datasets for image classification like Caltech 101 [38], PASCAL VOC [36], Animals with Attribute [59], LabelMe [114], animals on the web [9], or ImageNet [27], are generated for supervised classification. They provide full label information that might be error-prone in particular when crowd-source services like Mechanical Turk are used [124]. They contain a large intra-class variety within a base category such as *bird* (Fig. 2.6a) but also within one specific subcategory of this class such as *puffin* (Fig. 2.6b). Without a good description and understanding of the concept, it will be difficult to connect those examples and group them together to one class. Small inter-class variation is the other end of the scale (Fig. 2.6c) leading
Fig. 2.7 Example of (a) a sparse class description that makes it difficult to find a connection between both images and of (b) a dense class representation that makes it possible to find a way from the front view to the side view of a car over several viewpoints.

to many overlapping and confusing areas that are even for humans difficult to learn. Finally and most unfortunately, they contain usually a limited amount of images because labeling is expensive.

An ideal dataset for SSL should be dense enough that means each class should be densely sampled that allows to find compact and well separated clusters. In this dataset, we might be able to connect the front view of a car and a side view of car as in Fig. 2.7. But on the other hand, this dataset should be also sparse enough to avoid overheads due to space and time complexity. Usually, SSL approaches such as graph-based algorithms come with a quadratic time complexity in the number of images. Because of this complexity, the the-more-data-the-better strategy can usually not be applied.

A second reason why the-more-data-the-better strategy does not work well in practice is that only a small fraction of the data, for example, added from the internet, is helpful for our classification task. Furthermore, these data sources often have a certain bias in terms of image type. One example is the data source bias. Flickr, that is the base for PASCAL VOC [36], contains mostly holiday pictures. Therefore person is with 31.2 % the most common object in this dataset. The second most frequent object is chair with 8.5 %. Another bias can be also seen in Fig. 2.8 (top row) that shows the first results of approx. 5.8 million results for the query car in Flickr. In contrast, Google shows more professional images that are often generated for marketing purpose as you can see in Fig. 2.8 (bottom row).

Another problem comes with the capture bias. This is usually a result from human properties such as body height. Most images are taken from an adult person in a standing position thus from an average height of 1.6–1.8 meters (Fig. 2.9a). A simple change to a child position, that is, <1 meter, leads to a different viewpoint and thus perception, for example, some things appear larger (buildings) or more frightening (animals). Furthermore, most people are right handed resulting, for example, in many images of mugs with the handle on the right side. Some objects have a quite different appearance (Fig. 2.9b), e.g., salmon considered as an animal vs. food, and
Fig. 2.8 Data source bias: First results for the query car with (a) Flickr that contains more holiday pictures of cars (top row), and (b) Google images with focus on racing cars (bottom row)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a) capture bias</th>
<th>b) change of appearance</th>
<th>c) historical bias: car</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>child</td>
<td>adult</td>
<td>salmon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>salmon</td>
<td>food</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2.9 Dataset bias due to (a) the sighting angle, (b) the semantic of an object, or (c) because of historical trends

other categories might change their appearance over time (Fig. 2.9c). Of course, it seems likely that massive amounts of data also contain relevant images but to find these images we have to process over millions of images for this single class.

Related Work Many SSL algorithms in particular graph-based algorithms come at least with a runtime of $O(n^2m)$ with $n$ the number of data and $m$ the number of feature dimensions. This runtime is needed to compute all similarities between image pairs and to construct the graph. Thus, the applied algorithm depends strongly on the number of data and the dimensionality of the features but also on the approach itself. For example, [132] provide both a closed form solution that would need the inversion of a $n \times n$ matrix and an iterative procedure that is faster and often avoids over-fitting. In general, there are two different strategies to reduce the runtime: (i) a reduction of the data space ($\ll n$) to a representative subset of unlabeled data or (ii) an approximation either of the similarity matrix or the eigenvectors.

(i) Data reduction. The most common approach to data reduction is clustering to find representative unlabeled data either by hierarchical clustering [64], or by k-means clustering [65, 100]. [26] propose a Greedy approach that starts with the labels only and successively add unlabeled samples farthest away from the
current set of labeled and unlabeled data, [37] find similar nodes by spectral decomposition and merge these together. Another technique is to treat this task as an optimization problem that considers each point in a data set as a convex combination of a set of archetypical or prototypical examples either with a fixed number of archetypes [21] or with an automatically learned number of these prototypes [85]. These techniques are used, e.g., to find typical poses [8], or to summarize a video sequence [34].

(ii) Approximation. In contrast, Nystroem approximation is employed to approximate the entire kernel matrix. This approximation is estimated also on a subset of data that are retrieved either by random sampling [131] or with k-means clustering [130]. This approximation can then be used to find a segmentation [42], for similarity search [122], or face recognition [109]. To speed up the algorithms, [40] propose an approximation of the eigenvectors of the normalized graph Laplacian. [115] solve the dual optimization problem by introducing a sparsity constraint, and [54] use stochastic gradient descent to solve the TSVM.

In [33], we focus mainly on the question if more unlabeled data have really a positive impact on the classification performance. In particular, we challenge the the-more-data-the-better strategy that is common sense in the computer vision community but also comes with an increase in runtime and space. This question is difficult to answer as adding unlabeled data leads to a different field of research due to the dataset bias [82, 113] and the data source bias (Sect. 2.3.1). Therefore, we focus on ILSVRC 2010 with 1 million images and reduce this large amount of data to a representative subset of unlabeled data showing that this representative subset leads to a better graph structure than using all unlabeled data. We compare our approach to [26] and [65] that can be considered state-of-the-art methods to reduce the graph size. But in comparison to previous work, we analyze also the effect of more unlabeled data. Additionally, our work is the first attempt to process more than one million data points that is far more than 30,000 data points used in previous work [26, 65, 130]. But this can be only seen as good starting point to improve on.

2.3.1.2 Image Description

Suppose we have a dataset that captures the broad variety of each class, for example, different viewpoints, several contexts and so on. Thus, there is a chance to build a compact cluster structure similar to Fig. 2.10. Then it does not automatically mean that we are also able to exhaust this potential. Today’s image descriptors are far away from capturing all these different aspects that humans can easily recognize. In the following, we list briefly most of the common problems. See also [43] for a short overview of today’s problem in computer vision.

Intra-class/Inter-class Variability As it mentioned before, many classes come with a large intra-class variance in their appearance and their surrounding environment. The class bird is one of the extreme cases where even the height varies from few centimeters like the hummingbird to almost 2 meters like the flightless ostrich
Structure with dense representation but still overlapping regions (Fig. 2.6a) not to mention the large variation in shape and in color. Of course, a limitation to one species (Fig. 2.6b) might constrain the general appearance of an object but not the number of different poses or the context around this object. On the other side, there are classes that look similar to each other in particular in some poses, for example, a bird and an airplane in the sky (Fig. 2.6c), or when two classes jointly appear in an image, for example, a cat in the arms of a person or a sticker from an animal at a mug.

**Background Clutter** Some images are dominated by their background as can be seen in Fig. 2.11 where it is almost impossible to see some objects because of the trees. Often, these images are confused because of their similar-looking background. There are images with an overloaded background structure that are similar to many other images in a dataset. Finally, some objects are difficult to distinguish from the background because they are transparent (like glass) [44], or filigree like a bicycle or a chair.

**Illumination Changes** Another problem is the change in illumination depending on the time of the day and the season (Fig. 2.12). For example, a lake is susceptible to lighting conditions due to its surface and volume properties resulting in a wide color spectrum. But also many other objects look different during the day and at night, for example, trees are green during the day and dark at night.

**Truncation and Partial Occlusion** Partial occlusions are an omnipresent property. Herd animals like sheep or gazelles occur frequently in groups. As already mentioned before, some objects can be covered to a large extend by a person using that object like a bicycle or chair. And other object classes are very large so that they are only partly captured or truncated like a cathedral (Fig. 2.13).

**Shape Variation** Some categories have a large variation in shape and appearance, for example, chair (Fig. 2.14), table, or lamp. These categories can be often only described by their function such as something to sit on.

**Mimesis and Other** Another set of problems comes with the evolutionary adaptation of some species to their background so that they are difficult to recognize by
Fig. 2.11  Examples with a dominating background that is shared among different classes (*top row*), and examples with overloaded background and object that are transparent or filigree so that background is always a part of the object (*bottom row*).

Fig. 2.12  Examples of a lake with different illuminations depending on the time of day and the season.

Fig. 2.13  Examples of truncations and partial occlusions.

Fig. 2.14  Examples of the large variety in shape for the class *chair*.

other animals, for example, the chameleon or the flounder. Other animals such as zebras are indeed visible but it is difficult to point out an individual animal due to their pattern structure (Fig. 2.15).

Basically, the ideal image descriptor should emerge with some prior knowledge about what and where the object is located in the image, how to separate the background from the main object, which color is trustable or rather how to adjust this color, and what are the possible and feasible poses of an object. Furthermore, this descriptor should have a general idea of the shape and texture of an object to infer which part is occluded or truncated. While a human focuses led on the main object,
many of today’s image descriptors such as dense SIFT analyze every single blade of grass or every single leaf from a tree leading to an overcrowded image description that often considers only one aspect in the image like color or gradients. Of course a good similarity metric can handle this high dimensionality. But an information loss in this partial extraction propagates to the classifier. Figure 2.16 shows some examples with and without color information. Even for a human it is hard to follow a soccer game or to distinguish between eatable and poisonous mushrooms by just omitting color, not to mention information such as texture or shape.

**Related Work**  As mentioned before, most image descriptors lack still expressiveness. They consider only one aspect when describing an image, for example, texture, shape or color. This leads inherently to an enormous information loss. Therefore, a combination of several features are essential, for example image-based features with geometry [14, 83, 125], shape with texture [20], several local appearances [94], local and global appearances [61], HOG with texture [121], multiple kernels for global as well as local features learned with an SVM [46, 105, 117], with boosting [28], or with conditional random fields [96].

In SSL, the combination of multiple graphs offers the possibility to capture different aspects in the data. For graph-based methods, there are few works that combine graph structures similar to multiple kernel learning (MKL) [2, 116]. In [55], they learn weights for combining graph Laplacian within an EM framework. [22] propose a method to find one graph from a set of graphs that best fits the data. [112] formulate this combination as a multi-modality learning problem that fuses different modalities either linearly or sequentially. [6] use domain knowledge to ex-
tract three different sources, that is, time, color and face features, that are combined with different hyperparameters. Finally, [47] and [110] combine a similarity and a dissimilarity graph and apply label propagation on this mixed graph structure. Most of these previous works are developed for applications in bioinformatics. But more importantly, they combine often only graphs based on different parameters, that is, a different number of neighbors $k$ or different weight functions.

In [30], we show the strong influence on the graph quality when combining different image descriptors leading to a completely different and more powerful graph structure. Additionally, we use the SVM output to construct a new graph. But in comparison to [86] who use the SVM output to delete and insert existing edges, we build a complete new graph based on these decision values and combine this graph with our original graph. This leads to a richer and better connected graph structure than the graph structure in [86].

2.3.1.3 Similarity Notion

The final crucial part of the structure extraction is the similarity measure. Most frequently used is the Euclidean distance with a Gaussian kernel weighting. This is usually a good choice for feature vectors of low dimensionality ($\ll 100$) containing only little noise. But as mentioned before, most image descriptors aggregate many not preprocessed information that leads to a high-dimensional vector ($>10,000$) from which only a small fraction of dimensions are relevant for a object class. In particular Euclidean distance is known to be sensitive to noise that becomes more prominent the more dimensions are used. One phenomenon that we observe with Euclidean distance is that some images are similar to almost all other images. The resulting structure (such as shown in Fig. 2.17) harms almost every classification algorithm because there is no clear separation between different classes [119].

Another problem comes with the missing weighting of the single dimensions in the feature space, that is, all dimensions are equally considered. But usually only a small fraction of this high dimensional feature vector is relevant for each class. Finally, we often consider image pairs instead of groups of images. This is easy to implement but seems suboptimal for good generalization. A human who has never seen a zebra before and only gets the first image from Fig. 2.18 will certainly have problems to build a general concept or model of a zebra because there is no information about the shape, the size, or the environment around this animal. Without these higher order relations extracted from a group of images, it might be difficult to distinguish the first image from the sofa shown in the last image.

Related Work Metric learning is a promising direction to tackle this problem. These methods find a better data representation such that examples within a class are close together and examples from different classes are far away, that is, small intra-class distances and large inter-class distances. Metric learning approaches can be split into unsupervised, supervised, and semi-supervised methods that are further divided into global and local learning methods. See also [126] and [29] who provide a more detailed exploration of metric learning methods.
Fig. 2.17 Problem of Euclidean distance in a high dimensional space: The image in the *middle* is similar to many other images. Red boxes indicate false neighbors.

Fig. 2.18 Pairwise image similarities might be problematic due to the missing generalization. From the *first image* it is not clear how to generalize so that this image do not get confused with the sofa in the *last image*.

In [31] and [29], we analyze several supervised and unsupervised metric learning approaches with respect to a better graph construction. Particularly, we apply PCA [79] and LDA [41] to reduce the dimensionality of our feature representation and compare both methods. Furthermore, we also analyze ITML [24]. Instead of reducing the number of dimensions, it learns a weighting of the feature dimensions. The advantage of ITML is that it can be transformed into a kernelized optimization problem. Thus, the runtime depends only on the number of labels that is usually smaller than the number of dimensions ($n \ll d$). Additionally, this approach shows state-of-the-art performance on Caltech 101 [58]. Finally, we integrate ITML in a semi-supervised metric learning scheme that leads to an increased performance.

### 2.3.2 Labeling Issues

The second import issue besides the structure is the label information. As mentioned before, supervision causes no problems if the structure itself perfectly separates...
SSL is strongly dependent on the representativeness of the small training set: (a) less representative samples for the entire class car vs. (b) more representative samples in terms of viewpoints.

The classes. But usually this is not the case. Therefore, the label information plays an important role in particular for semi-supervised learning where we have only few labels per class. While for supervised learning more data is labeled, in SSL we have to deal with a ratio of 1\%–5\% labeled to 95\%–99\% unlabeled data. Thus, there is a need for high quality labels that are representative for the class and allow a better generalization. Additionally, we have to ensure that there is at least one label for each mixture (e.g., different viewpoints or appearances) of one class otherwise it might be difficult to classify unseen viewpoints. Figure 2.19 shows five less representative samples for the class car in the first row, assuming that the test set contains also the back or the side view of a car. In contrast, the second row shows more representative samples of this class so that the main properties of this object will be apparent such as the shape and the surface.

Coming back to Fig. 2.17 if the image in the middle with these many false neighbors is labeled, then most of the neighboring images will be false classified (marked with a red bounding box) because of the strong impact on the direct neighbors. Another problem occurs when a class is split into separate clusters, for example, front view of a car and side view of a car, and there are only labels for one of these sub-clusters. The other sub-clusters cannot be classified correctly anymore. Ideally, we have labels that are representative or prototypical for a class that means they lie in a dense region and consider each aspect or viewpoint of a class.

**Related Work**

Active learning is a well known strategy to reduce the amount of supervision to a small but representative subset and to improve the quality of the learner at the same time. This is also verified by cognitive science as [3] shows that a higher accuracy is achieved with feedback during the learning in comparison to the scenario where supervision is only provided at the beginning. In machine learning, active learning leads in most cases to better performance. [1] show that some NP-complete learning problems become polynomial in computation time. On the other side, active learning in combination with some classification algorithms might lead to poor performance, for example, SVM with few examples at the beginning [120]. Model selection is critical for these algorithms [108].
Most popular is pool-based active learning. These methods consider all unlabeled data as a pool from which samples are drawn to be labeled. In general, pool-based methods can be divided by their sampling strategy into three different types. Exploitation-driven methods [97, 111] focus mainly on uncertain regions during the learning process. In contrast, methods based on exploration sampling [13, 72] estimate the overall distribution of the entire data space and query samples that represent and cover this space. Finally, there are also strategies that combine both exploration and exploitation to get samples that are uncertain but also diverse. We refer also to [99] and [29] who provide a general overview on different active learning strategies.

In [32], we propose a novel sampling criteria for exploration that shows significant better performance in comparison to previous exploration criteria. Furthermore, we address active learning by proposing a reinforced active learning formulation (RALF) that considers the entire active learning sequence as a process. Our approach can deal with multiple criteria, is able to have time-varying trade-offs between exploration and exploitation, and is fast and efficient due to a compact parameterization of the model without dataset-specific tuning. In comparison to [7] who also use a reinforcement procedure, our model comes with fewer parameters, more flexibility in terms of sampling criteria, and provides always a linear combination of exploration and exploitation instead of switching between criteria. For the linear combination, we extend the work proposed by [15] to a time-varying combination that leads to a better adaptivity to dataset requirements. Finally, we show in [33] that a potentially large improvement is possible when applying metric learning with more representative labels. To this end, we combine active learning with metric learning and show improvements of more than 10% over our previous publication [31] and more than 20% improvement as compared to our first publication [30].

2.4 Future Perspective

In this last section, we will mention open issues and how we could tackle those in Sect. 2.4.1. These suggestions are closely intertwined to cognitive science for the simple reason that particularly object recognition raises automatically the question how humans form class concepts. Thus, it is not surprising that this close relationship has been studied earlier, for example, in the Roadmap of Cognitive Vision [118]. Of course, the human object recognition should be only seen as a good starting point to improve on. Therefore, we finally discuss in Sect. 2.4.2 also the human weaknesses in perception, learning and inference and how we might overcome those with machine learning and computer vision.

2.4.1 What Can We Learn from Human Object Recognition?

Following the general structure of this chapter, we discuss open issues of each of the components of SSL separately, that is, (1) data, (2) image description, (3) sim-
Fig. 2.20 Visualization of an incomplete object class description that makes it difficult to find relation between these images

Fig. 2.21 Visualization of a more complete object class description extracted from a video sequence

ilarity notion and (4) supervision. Additionally, we also challenge the use of label propagation in the last subsection called (5) exemplar-based vs. concept-driven learning.

2.4.1.1 Data

[133] stated in their position paper about graph-based SSL that one of the limitations of these algorithms results from the common sense assumption that each class can be projected to a single manifold. Thus, they suggest to model classes by a mixture of multiple manifolds. This observation is particularly in computer vision not novel. Also [92] distinguish between visual classes and object classes as there are classes such as chair that cannot be modeled with one mixture. Even if this is an important aspect, an at least equally important problem is the incompleteness of today’s datasets in terms of viewpoints and variations for a class to fully leverage the power of SSL algorithms. In [29], we assume that most classes can be described with one concept and all exemplars of these classes are grouped around this concept [19]. But often we have to deal with class descriptions as shown in Fig. 2.20 for the class kingfisher. Even for a human who have never seen this class before might have problems to merge these images in one compact mixture because color, shape, and appearance are quite different. But an image sequence might provide a path among those images as visualized in Fig. 2.21 and helps to extract an object models similar to the work of [90] shown for car tracking.
In [33], we analyze the problem of incomplete datasets by looking at existing datasets such as ImageNet with more than one million images and their behavior and performance when adding more unlabeled data. But this should be only considered as a first attempt towards a smooth manifold structure. As a next step, we have to get away from this controlled setting because we still depend on the quality of the datasets given by the limited (although larger) amount of images and the quality of labels. Instead, we have to tap into other sources. In general, there are three possibilities: (1) combining several datasets, (2) adding synthetic data or (3) browsing the internet.

Merging different datasets is problematic because most of the available datasets have an inherent bias attached to the dataset [82, 113]. Although there are works that try to undo the damage of dataset by estimating the bias for each dataset [56], combining itself seems an unsatisfactory strategy because each dataset has different classes and the amount of images is also strongly limited. In contrast, adding synthetic data is a more promising direction but is still in a early stage of development. There are only few works that either generate new training images [63, 81], or add synthetic data points (so-called ghost points) in the distance space itself [18, 127]. The former approach is currently bound to certain classes such as people for where 3D shape models exist that ensure the generation of feasible poses and shape variations. The latter one is hard to control because the semantic meaning of these ghost points is not clear and it can lead to a blending of different classes. To expand approaches suggested by [81] to other classes, we have to integrate more physical constraints to guarantee feasible poses and appearances of the object. Figure 2.22 shows some images of the class anteater. A human does not necessarily have to know and to observe this animal to decide if a pose is likely or not. Information such as size of 1.5–1.8 m or weight of ≈60 kg might be already a good advice.

Another limitation comes with the fixed pool of unlabeled data in particular if we use existing datasets. This is similar to use the knowledge of a child for our entire life without any update. But in fact, our knowledge base will be permanently updated. That is why children regard a lost rabbit in a magic show as the reality while an adult knows that this can be only a trick. However, the internet provides us a large amount of images as well as videos and it is steadily updated with new data. A transformation of current SSL algorithms into on-line learning algorithms might be necessary [48, 89, 107] to benefit from these changes. Nevertheless, tapping into this data source poses many problems and questions: How do we get representative samples for each class out of these large amounts of data? How should we deal with
Fig. 2.23  First examples for the query fish in Google images (out of 1.5 billion results) that are not representative for this class

Fig. 2.24  Most confusing classes for ETH-80 although the conditions are optimal for SSL, i.e., smooth manifold structure and no background clutter

incorrect tags? Do we get enough images for each class, for example, endangered animals/plants or deep sea fish? But even the first question is of great importance if we look at the first examples of the query fish in Google (Fig. 2.23) that contains drawings, a robot fish (3rd image), body paintings and other atypical examples.

2.4.1.2 Image Description

Missing data is clearly not the only bottleneck that can be seen in [29] for ETH-80. This dataset is well suited for semi-supervised learning because each object is photographed from different viewpoints and there is no background clutter, occlusion, or truncation of the object. But in our experiments, we achieve at most 80% with 5 randomly drawn labels per class and a combination of three different descriptors. Figure 2.24 shows the most confusing classes for this dataset with the corresponding binary masks, that is, tomatoes are mixed up with apples and the animals (cow, dog, horse) are confused with each other. By using also a color descriptor, we are able to distinguish green apples and red tomatoes but the final improvement is only minor.

This poses many questions. Which information do we miss? Do we need a better texture description to distinguish the different surfaces of tomato and apple? Why can a human easily guess the object class for the animals by only looking at the binary masks in the second row in Fig. 2.24? Do we describe a concept of a class in terms of proportions? It seems obvious that a better shape description is needed. But it is still not clear how to extract, to store and to use this structural description. In [95], they show that only 15% to 30% of an object is required to recognize 100 classes correctly independent of the orientation and the view point of the object. But many of today’s shape descriptors lack on this generalization. They extract
often too detailed and too specific contours of an object and store this description as a template that will be later used for classification by matching. Although this is a good starting point, this approach needs too many templates to perform reasonably well. One promising direction is to use 3D information [80, 106] that allows to extract structural information about the object and to make assumptions about unseen parts in the image. In these mentioned works, they use a CAD model of an object to get this information. In general, this information is difficult to get for the most object classes that we tackle in this work. Furthermore, they consider the detection of the object also as a matching problem. But ideally we would use these rich 3D models to extract structural invariances for a set of viewpoints to get a more general description assuming that we need only a representative set of salient points to maximize the discrimination between objects [91].

Apparently, there is a similar discussion in cognitive science [49]. Supporter of the viewpoint-based model theory believe that we can extract all information from different viewpoints assuming infinite many viewpoints, i.e., templates, that would clearly exceed our brain capacity. In contrast, advocates of the structural description models argue that each object can be explained by viewpoint-independent invariances. For some classes, this assumption might be true such as bottle or orange. But for many other classes it will be difficult to find such invariances over all viewpoints, for example, the table legs are invisible in the top view. More recently, there is a common agreement that we need both templates for completeness and structural description for generalization. But this trade-off is currently missing in computer vision. Thus, we need a set of representative and most discriminative viewpoints [93] as shown for the class armadillo in Fig. 2.25 but we also need a more general description, for example, properties, and proportions that are invariant over a set of different viewpoints.

Another issue in our experimental setting is that we compute the image descriptor on the entire image. In fact, this is a fast and simple way of extraction but it is not clear whether this is an advantage due to the additional context information or a disadvantage because of the background clutter. But this could be analyzed by using for example part-based models [39], or foreground extraction [60].

Finally, we also miss prior knowledge and context to speed up and enhance image description similar to the work of [45] for image segmentation. [70] show that humans learn three times faster and more accurate if the features of an object were related to each other. A human learns even more although this additional knowledge is not strictly necessary for accurate performance [53]. Thus, there is obviously
a strong correlation between associations among features and final performance, for example, animals with feathers are more likely to have also wings in comparison to animals with fur. Equally important is the grouping of features or objects otherwise it would be impossible to follow a soccer match if the player do not wear an uniform. But in many applications, the raw image description is fed directly into the classifier without any intermediate steps such as grouping, ranking, or finding associations. This is rather disappointing because we cannot really reconstruct and understand what went wrong during the classification. Apart from that, some categories are almost only defined by their function, for example, chair. Thus, to boost the recognition of those classes, we need associations for example with human poses as shown in [25].

2.4.1.3 Similarity Notion

Encouraged from the positive results of previous metric learning literature, we integrate in [29] several of those methods in the graph construction procedure. But the outcome did not meet our expectations. The main reason is that previous work almost exclusively compare their methods to the Euclidean distance (L2). In this work, we also observe a larger improvements for the L2 distance but these final numbers are lower than just applying Manhattan (L1) distance. In fact, it is almost impossible to improve L1 distance with any metric learning procedure. PCA decrease the performance of L1 and also the most supervised metric learning approaches decrease the performance or do not have any effect. Only with ITML [24], we observe a small improvement of approximately 1.5 %. But this benefit seems rather out of proportion if we consider the runtime and the tedious parameter search.

One problem is that the supervised approaches tend to over-fit due to the small amount of labeled data. [66] addresses this problem by including the geometry of the entire dataset as an additional regularization parameter. But this geometry is not updated during the learning that strongly limits the outcome of this algorithm. In principle, any change of the metric space should also cause a change in the geometry of the data. In [31], we tackled this issue by using an interleaved procedure that integrates successively unlabeled data with their highest prediction values. This method works fine for datasets with an already high graph quality. Otherwise the predictions are often incorrect so that the algorithm drifts to a worse solution. Additionally, we cannot control the label distribution leading to an unbalanced metric learning as some classes are more often requested than other classes. To further improve this approach, we have to incorporate a balancing factor and we should find a way to adjust and update the predictions.

In the long term, we require also different models and levels of granularity to express the similarity between objects. The properties and the description is completely different between base categories such as cat and dog and two species of the base category dog. Also [88] argue that basic level categories carry most information of a category and the categorization of objects into sub- or super-categories takes usually longer than the assignment of a base level category because super-classes ask for a generalization and sub-classes need a specification. Therefore, it is
not surprising that many learning algorithms do not improve their performance when using also a hierarchy for learning as shown in [87] because they assume always the same level of similarity description. A better approach would be to start with base level categories (mid-level of a hierarchy) and to switch the strategies when learning super- and sub-classes. The general benefit of a hierarchy should be more obvious as it allows to structure our data. Another important issue might be to integrate also relations into the similarity notion such as larger head, more compact body, thinner legs similar to the work of [77] that use relative attributes.

Finally, we also need a better visualization of the resulting graph structure. [11] visualized in their work a neural network to answer the questions what has the network learned and how is the knowledge represented inside this network. For graph structures, similar questions cannot be answered or only insufficiently. In [29], we look usually at the next nearest neighbors. But this is only one aspect of structure. It does not reflect the interactions in the entire graph. The shortest path between two nodes might be an interesting information. But usually this does not offer any valuable clue to the graph structure as the average shortest path length is $\approx 2$ due to the previously mentioned hub nodes [119]. Also information visualization strategies such as multidimensional scaling do not produce revealing results.

### 2.4.1.4 Supervision

In [32], we improve the quality of labels with active learning. This is a promising direction and should be always considered within semi-supervised learning due to the small amount of labels and the stronger dependency of the quality of those. However, our model, that automatically estimates the trade-off between exploration and exploitation and combines more than two criteria, has still some open issues. The trade-off is modeled with discrete states and not continuously. The feedback given by the overall entropy might be unreliable. The number of parameters is in comparison to previous work [7, 76] smaller but still to high. Finally, the initialization for this reinforcement learning is difficult and time-consuming as we start with no prior knowledge. Thus, one improvement could be the integration of domain knowledge or by using counterexamples [16].

### 2.4.1.5 Concept-Driven vs. Exemplar-Based Learning

Graph-based algorithms are a popular choice for SSL. These algorithms reflect more or less the exemplar-based theory in cognition [57, 67, 74] assuming that humans store a list of exemplars and use a nearest neighbor approach to categorize objects. But this theory seems inconsistent as [84] and [128] show that people abstract to prototypes sometimes even without seeing those [68]. Thus, we possess a generalization ability from which the used algorithms are far away. In [31, 33], we approach this problem by combining label propagation with some prototype-based methods. Metric learning transforms the data space such that classes are more compact and in [33] we add prototypical unlabeled examples.
Although these approaches are a step in the right direction, they still miss a notion of the concept that is flexible enough to classify also unseen constellations and appearances of one object. Concepts allows us to go beyond the information given or visible [104], for example, if a human knows that an object is an apple then he also knows that there is most likely a core inside. This leads to one of the fundamental questions: “What makes a category seem coherent?” that is not yet satisfactorily answered. [71] argue that similarity alone is not sufficient to describe a concept. We need also feature correlations, a structure of the attributes that are internal to a concept, and background knowledge as already discussed in the previous subsections. Beyond that we also require a relation of the concepts to each other. One possibility to get away from this purely similarity-driven approach of label propagation is to consider groups of images instead of pairwise similarities.

2.4.2 Beyond Human Perception, Learning, and Inference

In the previous subsection, we discussed some future work strongly based on the insight of cognitive science. This focus on human object recognition might serve as a good starting point. But also human perception and inference has their weaknesses that might be tackled by computers. One of these shortcomings is the selective attention also known as change blindness. There are several studies showing that a human does not recognize large differences such as a complete different clothing of a person in a video sequence of the same situation when focusing on the conversation [62]. In [102], one person is exchanged by another while the other person explains the direction without noticing the exchange. Most famous is the invisible gorilla [17] that runs through a video sequences and most people overlook this disguised person. But 78 % of the people are sure to recognize unexpected objects [101] that is also called memory illusion meaning that we have the feeling of continuous attention because we cannot remember the unconscious moments. In this point, computers are trustworthy and this is one reason why most of the assembly line work or other production steps are done by a machine. Also in computer vision we can benefit from this advantage by completely analyzing video sequences (not partially like a human) or by scanning through millions of images to find prototypical examples of one class.

Another problem comes with the limited knowledge base of a human. Even if a person learns day and night, he will never be capable to acquire the entire knowledge and experience existing in our world. Also in the case that we bound this knowledge to a particular area for example a lawyer who read all cases to his topic or a doctor who is specialized to one organ. We cannot be sure that this specialist will remember the appropriate precedent or the disease pattern if it is needed. In contrast, with a computer we are able to get more information at the same time and to remind humans on the existence of some facts, e.g. to assist the diagnosis. This ability is also in computer vision of great importance as we can acquire more and better knowledge from the internet that might be helpful for semi-supervised learning.
Finally, also human inference is highly dependent on the knowledge of a person. Sure we infer quickly the position of a glass and can grasp it within few seconds and we immediately recognize the Wolpertinger—a bavarian mythical creature—shown in Fig. 2.26 as a fake because no hare has a dear head and bird wings. But on the other side, rare species such as the duckbill platypus (Fig. 2.26 right) looks also like an elaborate fraud to us as if someone stick the duckbill on this animal. In fact, this species comes with an unusual appearance and atypical properties for a mammal such as laying eggs like a bird or a reptile, having a tail like a beaver, a bill like a duck, and feet like an otter. Assuming that we can collect more knowledge with a computer then this added information should also improve the inference beyond that of a human. In particular in the shown case from Fig. 2.26, a computer should be in a better position to decide which one is a fake. First, each imitation of the Wolpertinger looks different in comparison to images of the duckbill platypus. Second, we can also take into account the trustability of the source.
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